AbstractÐHow to keep the probability of hand-off drops within a prespecified limit is a very important Quality-of-Service (QoS) issue in cellular networks because mobile users should be able to maintain ongoing sessions even during their hand-off from one cell to another. In order to keep the hand-off dropping probability below a prespecified target value (thus providing a probabilistic QoS guarantee), we design and evaluate predictive and adaptive schemes for bandwidth reservation for the hand-offs of ongoing sessions and the admission control of new connections. We first develop a method to estimate user mobility based on an aggregate history of hand-offs observed in each cell. This method is then used to probabilistically predict mobiles' directions and hand-off times in a cell. For each cell, the bandwidth to be reserved for hand-offs is calculated by estimating the total sum of fractional bandwidths of the expected hand-offs within a mobility-estimation time window. Three different admission-control schemes for new connection requests using this bandwidth reservation are proposed. We also consider variations that utilize the path/location information available from the car navigation system or global positioning system (GPS). Finally, we evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes extensively to show that they meet our design goal and outperform the static reservation scheme under various scenarios.
INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, there has been a rapid growth of efforts in research and development to provide mobile users the means of ªseamlessº communications through wireless media. This has made it possible to implement and deploy the current cellular systems, PCS (Personal Communication Systems), and wireless LANs [1] . There has also been a great demand for broadband multimedia communication involving digital audio and video. A number of researchers have been looking into communication services with guaranteed QoS, such as delivery delay and link bandwidth in wired networks [17] , [22] . Limited efforts to support QoS guarantees in wireless/mobile. In addition to packet-level QoS issues (related to packet-delay bound, throughput, and packet-error probability) considered in [2] , [3] , connectionlevel QoS issues (related to connection establishment and management) need to be addressed, as users are expected to move around during communication sessions, causing hand-offs between cells. The current trend in cellular networks is to reduce cell size to accommodate more mobile users in a given area, which will, in turn, cause more frequent hand-offs, thus making connection-level QoS even more important.
One of the most important connection-level QoS issues is how to control (or reduce) hand-off drops due to lack of available channels in the new cell, since mobile users should be able to continue their ongoing sessions. We will therefore consider two connection-level QoS parameters: the probability P CB of blocking new connection requests and the probability P HD of dropping hand-offs. Ideally, we would like to avoid hand-off drops so that ongoing connections may be preserved as in a QoS-guaranteed wired network. However, this requires the network to reserve bandwidth in all cells a mobile might pass through; this is not possible in most cases, because the mobile's direction is not known a priori. Moreover, this perconnection/mobile reservation will severely underutilize and, hence, quickly deplete, bandwidth, which will, in turn, lead to a high P CB .
Each cell can, instead, reserve fractional bandwidths of ongoing connections in its adjacent cells, and this aggregate reserved bandwidth (for multiple ongoing connections) can be used solely for hand-offs, not for new connection requests. The problem is then how much of bandwidth in each cell should be reserved for hand-offs. In this paper, we present a predictive and adaptive scheme for bandwidth reservation and admission control that keeps the hand-off dropping probability below a target value, P HD;target . Since it is practically impossible to completely eliminate hand-off drops, the best one can do is to provide some form of probabilistic QoS guarantees by keeping P HD below a prespecified value. Our scheme is predictive as it estimates the directions and hand-off times of ongoing connections in adjacent cells, and is also adaptive because it dynamically adjusts the bandwidth reserved according to the estimation results and the observed hand-off dropping events.
We also address how to utilize the next-cell information on which cell a mobile will move into after departing from its currently residing cell, if and when such information is available to the system. This information can be extracted when the path of the mobile is known, e.g., from an Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) navigation system [21] , or predicted with high accuracy when the location of the mobile is known, e.g., from the global positioning system (GPS). How to predict the next cell of a mobile from its location information will be addressed in Section 5. As will be shown later, the path/location information-aided schemes can meet the design goal while admitting more new connections into the system even with much less computational complexity than those other schemes without path/location information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the system specification and states the assumptions to be used. The users' mobility estimation based on an aggregate history of observations is presented in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed predictive, adaptive bandwidth reservation and three admission-control schemes with and without next-cell information. Section 5 presents and discusses the comparative evaluation results of the proposed and static-reservation schemes under various scenarios. Section 6 discusses related work, putting our scheme in a comparative perspective. Finally, the paper concludes with Section 7.
SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a wireless/mobile network with a cellular infrastructure, comprising a wired backbone and a (possibly large) number of base stations (BSs) or access points (APs). The geographical area controlled by a BS is called a cell . A mobile, 1 while staying in a cell, communicates with another party, which may be a node connected to the wired network or another mobile, through the BS in the same cell. When a mobile moves into an adjacent cell in the middle of a communication session, a hand-off will enable the mobile to maintain connectivity to its communication partner, i.e., the mobile will start to communicate through the new BS, hopefully without noticing any difference.
A hand-off could fail due to insufficient bandwidth available in the new cell, and in such a case, a connection hand-off drop occurs. Here, we preclude 1) delay-insensitive applications, which might tolerate long hand-off delays in case of insufficient bandwidth available in the new cell at the time of hand-off and 2) soft hand-off of the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) systems [20] , [4] , in which a mobile can communicate via two adjacent BSs simultaneously for a while before the actual hand-off takes place. We propose to set aside some bandwidth in each cell for possible hand-offs from its adjacent cells. This reserved bandwidth can be used only for hand-offs from adjacent cells, but not for admitting newly-requested connections in the cell. A connection is specified by its required bandwidth, 2 and a newly-requested connection in a cell requires a very simple admission test:
where C is the wireless link capacity, B r is the target reservation bandwidth, i.e., the required bandwidth to be reserved for hand-offs, b i is the bandwidth being used by an ongoing connection i, and b new is the bandwidth required by the newly-requested connection. Upon arrival of a new connection request, B r is updated predictively and adaptivelyÐbefore performing the admission test (1) on the requestÐdepending on the traffic status in adjacent cells. Note that B r is a target, not the actual reserved bandwidth, since a cell may not be able to reserve the target bandwidth, i.e., P i b i B r > C. This can happen because a BS can control the admission of only newly-requested connections, not those connections handed off from adjacent cells.
Our bandwidth reservation is based on information from adjacent cells such as the number of ongoing connections and their bandwidth requirements. Thus, it is very important to maintain inter-BS communications. The underlying network topology for BSs can have mainly two possible configurations as shown in Fig. 1 . There is a node called ªMobile Switching Centerº (MSC), which covers a number of BSs, and works as a gateway to and from the wide area network. Fig. 1a shows a star-topology interconnection among the MSC and BSs, in which there are no direct connections among BSs. This is a typical structure found in the currently-deployed cellular networks. In this environment, each BS delivers the information about existing connections in its cell to the MSC. The MSC 1. We use the term ªmobilesº to refer to mobile or portable devices, e.g., hand-held handsets or portable computers.
2. A connection in QoS-sensitive networks might be specified by its required buffer space as well as bandwidth. However, in wireless networks, bandwidth (of wireless links) is the most precious resource, so we consider the bandwidth reservation only. Buffer space reservation can be treated similarly to the bandwidth reservation considered here, and admission control can be integrated with this buffer reservation. will then determine the target reservation bandwidth in each cell, and accordingly, will perform the admission test for each newly-requested connection in a cell within its coverage. On the other hand, Fig. 1b shows the case where BSs are fullyconnected. In this topology, BSs can communicate directly, not via the MSC, and each BS can determine the target reservation bandwidth and, hence, perform the admission test for each newly-requested connection in its cell.
All cells around each cell A are indexed: 3 A with 0, and the others with numbers beginning with 1 as shown in Fig. 2 . Let C i;j be connection j in cell i and bC i;j be its required bandwidth. For simplicity, we assume that a mobile cannot have multiple connections simultaneously, so by an active mobile, we mean a mobile with one existing connection. 4 The cellular system uses a fixed channel allocation (FCA) scheme, and cell i has a wireless link capacity Ci. The unit of bandwidth is BU, which is the required bandwidth to support a voice connection. A connection runs through multiple wired and wireless links and, hence, we need to consider bandwidth reservation on both wireless and wired links for hand-offs. However, we will confine ourselves to reservation of wireless link bandwidth in each cell, because routing and/or rerouting upon hand-off of a connection is beyond the scope of this paper. Our scheme can be extended easily to include wired link bandwidth reservation by considering the routing and rerouting inside the wired network.
MOBILITY ESTIMATION
We probabilistically model mobiles' hand-off behaviors and estimate their mobility based on an aggregate history of hand-offs observed in each cell. In order to understand the rationale behind our mobility estimation, let's consider the usual road traffic as an example:
O1. There are speed limits in most roads, and mobiles' speeds usually are not much higher or lower than the speed limits. O2. In local roads, traffic signals affect mobiles' movements significantly. O3. During the rush hours, the speeds of all mobiles in a given geographical area are closely correlated. O4. In many cases, the direction of a mobile can be predicted from the path the mobile has taken so far.
From the above observations, we expect that the hand-off behavior of a mobile will be probabilistically similar to that of the mobiles which came from the same previous cell and are now residing in the current cell. Hence, we can predict the next cell of a mobile and estimate its hand-off time by utilizing an aggregate history of observations in each cell. Even though the above observations were made from the road traffic, the same method can be used for pedestrians because the speeds of pedestrians won't differ much. In a typical outdoor cellular network, there will be both pedestrian and vehicular mobiles while in the indoor case, there are mostly pedestrians or nonmoving objects. The location and direction of active mobiles are, in general, unknown to the underlying wired network (or BS). On the other hand, there might be a special case when the wired network knows a mobile's next cell, i.e., the cell the mobile will traverse in future. The next cell of a mobile can be either derived when the path of the mobile is known, e.g., from an ITS navigation system [21] , or predicted with high accuracy when the location of the mobile is known, e.g., from the GPS. We envision that many cell phones in the future will be equipped with the GPS for the location-based and Enhanced 911 (E911) emergency services. 5 How to predict the next cell of a mobile from its location information will be demonstrated with an example in Section 5. In either case, there needs to exist a communication interface between the mobile and the wired network in order to make the path or location information available to the wired network. When this nextcell information is available to the wired network, our scheme will be shown to work much better than the case without such information.
Another possibility is to use mobile-specific histories as suggested in [12] . That is, if a mobile's movements are observed over time, then the mobile's direction in a specific cell can be predicted by utilizing this observed information. However, keeping track of each mobile's mobility over time is too costly, and in many cases, mobile-specific histories are not accurate enough to make good predictions. So, we preclude the availability of such information.
Hand-Off Estimation Functions
We now develop a scheme to estimate and predict mobility. This scheme will be executed by the BS of each cell in a distributed manner. For each mobile which moves into an adjacent cell from the current cell 0, the cell 0's BS caches the mobile's quadruplet, T event ; prev; next; T soj , called a handoff event quadruplet, where T event is the time when the mobile departed from the current cell, prev is the index of the previous cell the mobile had resided in before entering the current cell, next is the index of the cell the mobile entered after departing from the current cell, and T soj is the sojourn time of the mobile in the current cell, i.e., the time span between the entry into and departure from the current cell. Note that prev 0 means that the departed mobile started its connection in the current cell.
From the cached quadruplets, the BS builds hand-off estimation function, which describes the estimated distribution of the next cell and sojourn time of a mobile, depending on the cell the mobile stayed before. One can also imagine that this probabilistic behavior of mobiles, especially in terms of sojourn time, will depend on the time of day, e.g., the sojourn time during rush hours will differ significantly from that during nonrush hours. We assume that the probabilistic behavior will mostly follow a cyclic pattern with the period of one day. A hand-off estimation function, at the current time t o , is obtained as follows: for a quadruplet T event ; prev; next; T soj such that
where T int is the estimation interval of the function which is a design parameter, T day is the duration of a day, i.e., 24 hours, and n ! 0 is an integer, F HOE t o ; prev; next; T soj : w n ; 3 where 1 ! w n ! w n1 , and w n 0 for all n > N win days . The weight factor w n is from the fact that the traffic condition in a cell during a specific period of days can vary over time. N win days is a design parameter so that the quadruplet observed more than N win days Á T day T int ago is determined out-of-date, and not used for the hand-off estimation function. One can easily see that the hand-off estimation functions are affected by the hand-off event quadruplets within the periodic windows of duration 2T int as shown in Fig. 3 . Note that the duration t o ; t o T int is missing in the figure because it represents a future time, which is not meaningful in the definition of a hand-off event quadruplet. In practice, it is desirable to limit the number of the quadruplets 1) used for the hand-off estimation function and 2) currently not used for the hand-off estimation function, but cached for future use, e.g., those with t o T int À T day < T event < t o À T int in Fig. 3 , in order to reduce the memory and computation complexity. 6 We define the maximum handoff estimation function size, N quad , as the maximum number of hand-off event quadruplets used for the hand-off estimation function for each prev. This implies that we don't need the quadruplets from previous days if we observed enough during the last T int interval. Up to N quad cached quadruplets are used for the hand-off estimation with the following priority rule. First, the quadruplet which satisfies (2) with a smaller n gets higher priority. Second, among those satisfying (2) with the same n, the quadruplet with a smaller jT event À nT day j gets higher priority. Fig. 3 shows an example that only the quadruplets with the event times T event within the shaded regions are used for the hand-off estimation function according to the priority rule, implying that the total number of quadruplets within the regions is N quad . In order to reduce the cache memory size, those quadruplets observed at time t H , i.e., T event t H , when the hand-off estimation function at time t H doesn't use any quadruplets observed previous days are not cached for future use, because they are unlikely to be used for the hand-off estimation function next day. Note that those quadruplets 1) with T event < t o À T int À N win days T day and 2) not used for the hand-off estimation function during the last T day T int can be deleted from the cache memory. Fig. 4 shows an example of footprint of the hand-off estimation function for prev 1 without showing the values of w n 's. The number of dots in the footprint, each of which corresponds to a cached hand-off event quadruplet, will be bounded by N quad . In the hand-off estimation function in a 3-dimensional space, the function is shown to have different heights, depending on the values of w n 's. The example is drawn from the same indexing as shown in Fig. 2b . From the footprint, we observe that cell 4 is the farthest cell from cell 1 (i.e., the previous cell) through cell 0 (i.e., the current cell) among the adjacent cells of cell 0 since the sojourn times before entering cell 4 are generally shown to be among the largest. Note that the hand-off estimation function for a given prev can generate a probability mass function for a two-dimensional random vector next; T soj , where next is the predicted next cell and T soj is the estimated sojourn time in the current cell. How this handoff estimation function is used to estimate the user mobility is discussed next.
PREDICTIVE, ADAPTIVE BANDWIDTH RESERVATION AND ADMISSION CONTROL
We now describe predictive, adaptive bandwidth reservation and admission control to keep the hand-off dropping probability P HD below P HD;target by utilizing the hand-off estimation functions described thus far.
Bandwidth Reservation without Next-Cell Information
The scheme considered here is for the general case when the wired network (or BS) does not have the next-cell information of mobiles. The special case when BSs have the next-cell information will be treated in the next section. Our approach is based on the estimated mobility during the time window t o ; t o T est , where t o is the current time. We consider the behavior of a mobile in the current cell. The mobility of the active mobile with connection C 0;j is 6 . The calculations for the mobility estimation will be dependent on the number of the quadruplets used for the hand-off estimation function as will be shown in the next section. estimated with p h C 0;j 3 i, the probability that C 0;j hands off into cell i within T est .
The hand-off probability can be computed using the hand-off estimation function as follows: The BS of a cell keeps track of each active mobile in its cell via the mobile's extant sojourn time. The extant sojourn time T ext soj C 0;j of connection C 0;j is the time elapsed since the active mobile with connection C 0;j entered the current cell. Using Bayes' theorem [16] , the hand-off probability p h C 0;j 3 next at time t o is calculated by 4 in which prevC 0;j is the cell which C 0;j resided in before entering the current cell and A i is the set of indices of cell i's adjacent cells. The equation represents the expected probability that C 0;j hands off into cell next with the sojourn time t soj which is less than, or equal to, T ext soj C 0;j T est given the condition that t soj > T ext soj C 0;j , which is the hand-off probability p h C 0;j 3 next. Fig. 5a shows an example of calculating p h C 0;j 3 4, when C 0;j entered cell 0 from cell 1, using the footprint of the hand-off estimation function for prevC 0;j 1, shown in Fig. 4 . In the figure, the values of F HOE t o ; 1; next H ; T soj from all points at the right side of the vertical line at T soj T ext soj C 0;j (i.e., in both dark and light shaded regions) are summed to obtain the denominator in (4) . Because this value is not zero, the values of F HOE t o ; 1; 4; T soj from two points in the dark-shaded region are summed to obtain the numerator in (4). Then, we can complete the calculation of p h C 0;j 3 4. Note that the mobile with connection C 0;j is estimated to be stationary (i.e., nonmoving) in cell 0 if there is no hand-off event in the hand-off estimation function with a sojourn time larger than the connection C 0;j 's extant sojourn time, i.e., the denominator in (4) is zero. Now, using the probabilities of handing off connections into cell 0 from its adjacent cell i within T est (i.e., hand-off probabilities p h C i;j 3 0), the required bandwidth B i r;0 to be reserved in cell 0 for the expected hand-offs from cell i is obtained as:
where C i is the set of indices of the connections in cell i and bC i;j is connection C i;j 's bandwidth. Finally, the target reservation bandwidth B r;0 in cell 0, which is the aggregate bandwidth to be reserved in cell 0 for the expected handoffs from adjacent cells within T est , is calculated as:
where A i is the set of indices of cell is neighbors. Note that the target reservation bandwidth is an increasing function of the estimation time T est as p h C i;j 3 0 is an increasing function of T est . There might be an optimal value of T est for given traffic load and user mobility that minimizes the new connection blocking probability while keeping the handoff dropping probability below the target. In the proposed scheme, T est will be adjusted adaptively in each cell independently of others, depending on the hand-off dropping events observed in the cell as described in Section 4.3. The estimation time T est of cell next (or T est;next ) will then be used in (4) . So, when the BS of cell 0 needs to update the value of B r;0 , the BS will inform its adjacent cells of the current value of T est;0 and then the BS of each adjacent cell will calculate the required bandwidth for the expected hand-offs from that cellÐthat is, B i r;0 for cell iÐusing (5), and will inform cell 0's BS of this value. Finally, cell 0's BS will calculate B r;0 using (6).
Bandwidth Reservation with Next-Cell Information
The reservation scheme described in the previous section is modified to utilize the next-cell information of a mobile, if available. This special case can happen, for example, when a mobile user is driving a car equipped with a navigation system, which guides the user to a specified destination from the current location using the GPS and an ITS route guidance system, and the navigation system informs the current cell's BS of the next cell the user is supposed to move to. On the other hand, the mobile's next cell can also be predicted with high accuracy when its location and direction are known to the wired network. This becomes possible, for example, when a mobile is equipped with the GPS, like a GPS-enabled cell phone for the location-based and E911 emergency services, and the mobile informs its current cell's BS of its location and direction. How to predict the mobile's next cell from its location and direction information is demonstrated in Section 4.3. For ease of explanation, however, we assume that the perfect knowledge of a mobile's next-cell information is available to the wired network here. In the previous section, a BS utilized the hand-off estimation functions for two purposes: one is to predict the next cell a mobile will move to, and the other is to estimate the mobile's sojourn time in the current cell. With a mobile's next-cell information, the hand-off estimation function needs to be used solely for the second purpose. Suppose the mobile with connection C 0;j in the current cell will leave for cell next, then
and (4}) is modified to: Fig. 5b shows an example of calculating p h C 0;j 3 4 with next-cell information, when connection C 0;j came from cell 1, using the footprint of the hand-off estimation function for prevC 0;j 1, shown in Fig. 4 . In the figure, the values of F HOE t o ; 1; 4; T soj from the points in both dark and light shaded regions are summed to obtain the denominator in (8) . Because this value is not zero, the values of F HOE t o ; 1; 4; T soj from two points in the dark shaded region are summed to obtain the numerator in (8) . Then, the value of p h C 0;j 3 4 is obtained. Now, the hand-off probabilities using (7) and (8) are used in (5) and (6) to calculate the target reservation bandwidth. This modified scheme is expected to outperform the previous scheme in terms of estimation accuracy and, hence, bandwidthreservation efficiency.
Control of Mobility Estimation Time Window
Using the proposed scheme, the bandwidth will be overreserved (underreserved) for hand-offs if T est is too large (small). There might exist an optimal value of T est for given traffic load and user mobility, but these parameters, in practice, vary with time. Moreover, the mobility estimation functions used may not reflect mobiles' behaviors well, thus resulting in inaccurate mobility estimation even with the optimal T est . We therefore propose an adaptive algorithm for controlling the mobility estimation time window based on the hand-off dropping events observed in each cell so as to approximate the optimal T est over time. Fig. 6 shows the algorithm executed by the BS in each cell to adjust the value of T est .
Before running the algorithm, the reference window size w ( d1=P HD;target e) is determined and assigned to the observation window size w obs . In addition, T est is initialized to T start , a design parameter, and the counts for hand-offs n H and hand-off drops n HD are reset to 0. As can be found in the pseudo-code, w obs is increased or decreased by w, and the constraint P HD < P HD;target can be translated into that of keeping the counted number n HD of hand-off drops out of a total of w obs observed hand-offs below w obs =w. During the runtime, whenever there is a hand-off drop after w obs =w drops, T est : T est 1 and w obs : w obs w. On the other hand, when there were less than, or equal to, w obs =w handoff drops out of w obs observed hand-offs, T est : T est À 1 and w obs : w. T est is not greater than T soj;max in Fig. 6 , which is the maximum T soj derived from the hand-off estimation functions in adjacent cells, because any value larger than that is meaningless. We also set the minimum value of T est to 1 since if the value is too small, our scheme will reserve virtually no bandwidth, irrespective of the existing connections in adjacent cells.
Given below are some considerations for the design of the estimation time window control algorithm.
C1. When there were more hand-off drops than permitted, the algorithm should start to increase T est quickly because of the underreserved bandwidth; otherwise, there will be continued hand-off drops. C2. The increment of T est should not be too high.
Otherwise, it might result in an overreaction, hence overreservation. C3. Due to overreaction or decreased traffic load over time, there might be fewer hand-off drops than permitted, so the value of T est should be decreased quickly. Otherwise, the bandwidth will continue to be overreserved, hence underutilizing the system. 7 . Logically, one may think that p h C 0;j 3 next should be assigned 1 instead of 0 in the ªotherwiseº case because the extant sojourn time is larger than the maximum sojourn time in the mobility estimation function, meaning that the mobile will soon move into cell next. In practice, the maximum sojourn time might not be so reliable as to represent the real maximum sojourn time since only a finite number of hand-off event quadruplets are used in the mobility estimation function and the possible maximum sojourn time itself is time-varying. Assigning 1.0 to p h C 0;j 3 next was found to result in frequent over-reservations.
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. T est should not be decreased too much. Otherwise, it might result in an overreaction, hence underreservation. There can be many candidate algorithms satisfying the above requirements. Especially, there might be many choices of increment and decrement step sizes, both of which were fixed at 1. We experimented with other choices like additive and multiplicative step sizes: the step size was increased additively (1; 2; 3; Á Á Á ) or multiplicatively (1; 2; 4; Á Á Á ) for consecutive increments and decrements. The main purpose of these choices is a prompt reaction to hand-off drops, i.e., C1 and C3. However, these choices are found to cause overreactions, and make the reserved bandwidth fluctuate severely between overreservation and underreservation. The algorithm presented here is the best one we have found so far.
Admission Control
The admission test after calculating the target reservation bandwidth can be as simple as given in (1). That is,
If the above test is positive, the connection is admitted, where C0 and b new are the link capacity of cell 0 and the bandwidth of the newly-requested connection, respectively. This simple admission-control scheme will henceforth be referred to as AC1. However, when there is not enough bandwidth left unused by existing connections that can be reserved for hand-offs, it is meaningless to calculate the target reservation bandwidth. If this situation lasts for an extended period due to continued incoming hand-offs, the problem becomes more serious because some of the incoming hand-offs will be continuously dropped due to the unavailability of reserved bandwidth, triggering further increase of T est . This, in turn, requires to reserve more bandwidth that doesn't exist. This situation can happen when adjacent cells accept new connections solely based on the admission test using (1) and those admitted connections continue to be handed off into the current cell even though it doesn't have enough bandwidth.
To handle this problem, the admission test should check available bandwidths of adjacent cells as well as the current cell. More precisely, one must check if there is enough bandwidth in the current and next cell of each newlyrequested connection, but, without next-cell information, it is not possible to know the next cell. Thus, depending on whether next-cell information is available or not, we apply different admission control schemes. First, without next-cell information:
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2. Check if P jPCi bC i;j b new C0 À B r;0 , 3. If the above two tests are positive, then the connection is admitted. This scheme is referred to as AC2 w/ NC. Note that next could be 0, and in this case, the first step can be skipped.
Note that using the above admission test in the absence of a mobile's next-cell information, the current cell and all of its adjacent cells must calculate B r;i for each new admission request, and this is costly. In fact, the undesirable situation described in the beginning of this section is expected to happen only in heavily-loaded networks. So, we present a hybrid scheme which requires only those adjacent cells which ªappearº to be unable to reserve the target reservation bandwidth, to calculate the target bandwidth again and participate in the admission test. Note that B r;i is a timevarying function, and updated upon admission test. Upon arrival of a new connection request at cell 0, if the current target reservation bandwidth of an adjacent cell i, B curr r;i , which was calculated for a previous admission test, is not reserved fully, this cell will recalculate B r;i , and participate in the admission test. First, without next-cell information (AC3): 3. If the above two tests are positive, then the connection is admitted. Table 1 shows the summary of the admission-control schemes described above. These schemes will be comparatively evaluated in the next section.
COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section presents and discusses the evaluation results of the proposed schemes as well as the static reservation scheme for comparative purposes. We first describe the assumptions and specifications used for the simulation study.
Simulation Assumptions and Specifications
We consider two different simulation environments: onedimensional and two-dimensional cases. For the onedimensional environment, mobiles travel along a straight road (e.g., cars on a highway). This environment is the simplest in the real world, representing a one-dimensional cellular system as in Fig. 2a . We make the following assumptions for our simulation study:
A1. The whole cellular system is composed of 10 linearlyarranged cells, for which the diameter of each cell is 1 km. Cells are numbered from 1 to 10, i.e., cell < i > represents the ith cell. A2. Connection requests are generated according to a
Poisson process with rate (connections/second/ cell) in each cell. A newly-generated connection can appear anywhere in the cell with an equal probability. A3. A connection is either for voice (requiring 1 BU) or for video (requiring 4 BUs) with probabilities R vo and 1 À R vo , respectively, where the voice ratio R vo 1. A4. Mobiles can travel in either of two directions with an equal probability with a speed chosen randomly between SP min and SP max (km/hour). Each mobile will run straight through the road with the chosen speed, i.e., mobiles will never turn around. A5. Each connection's lifetime is exponentially-distributed with mean 120 (seconds). A6. Each cell has a fixed link capacity 100 BUs, i.e., Ci C 100 for all i. Note that the fixed capacity assumption does not necessarily hold in practice. For example, CDMA systems have a softer notion of capacity, in which the capacity depends on the target interference level. This target interference level is affected by the desired error performance of the system, which can be negotiable in some case.
For the two-dimensional environment, the roads are arranged in a mesh shape, and a BS is located at each intersection of two crossing roads as shown in Fig. 7 . This cellular structure can typically be seen in a metropolitan downtown area. We make the following assumptions for this two-dimensional environment:
B1. The cellular system is composed of 25 cells (i.e., a 5 Â 5 mesh), and each cell's diameter is 300 m. B2. Mobiles can travel in either of two directions along a road with an equal probability at a speed chosen randomly within the range 40; 60 (km/hour). B3. At the intersection of two roads, a mobile might continue to go straight, or turn left, right, or around with probabilities 0.55, 0.2, 0.2, and 0.05, respectively. B4. If a mobile chooses to go straight or turn right at the center of a cell, it might need to stop there with probability 0.5 for a random time between 0 and 30 (secs) due to a red traffic light.
B5. If a mobile chooses to turn left or around, it needs to
stop there for a random time between 0 and 60 (secs) due to the traffic signal. B6. The link capacity C is 50 BUs. B7. The assumptions A2, A3, and A5 above are also made. The rationale behind the assumed mobile's delay at the intersection is that there are four traffic signals at the intersection for mobiles arriving from the four directions, respectively. A traffic signal will have the red (for stop), leftturn, green (for going straight and turning right) lights in order, then returning to the red light. The whole period from red light to the next red is 60 seconds in which the red light will last for 30 seconds, then the left-turn light will turn on for a very short time , then, finally, the green light will last for 30 seconds.
Each simulation run starts without any prememorized hand-off event quadruplets. As simulations are run, quad- ruplets will be collected, and will affect the hand-off estimation functions F HOE t; prev; next; T soj . Under the above assumptions, the border cells (i.e., cells < 1 > and < 10 > will face fewer mobiles because there are no mobiles entering from the outside of the cellular system. Then, cells near the center (such as cells < 5 > and < 6 > ) will be more crowded by mobiles than those near the borders. This uneven traffic load can affect the performance evaluation of our proposed schemes, hence making it difficult to assess their operations correctly. So, we connected two border cells, i.e., cells < 1 > to < 10 > , artificially so that the whole cellular system forms a ring architecture as was assumed in [14] (unless stated otherwise). With the same reasoning, two end roads in the border cells at the boundary of the cellular structure are also connected in the two-dimensional case. For example, in Fig. 7 , the left-most (upper-most) road in cell C1 is connected to the right-most (lower-most) road in cell C3 (C4).
We specifically use the two-dimensional case for the comparison between the schemes with and without the nextcell information as the effectiveness of the next-cell information will not be evident in the one-dimensional environments. The one-dimensional case is assumed unless stated otherwise. The parameters used include: P HD;target 0:01, T start 1 (second), N quad 100, T int 1 (hour), N win days 1, and w 0 w 1 1. A frequently-used measure is the offered load per cell, L, which is defined as connection generation rate Â connections' bandwidth Â average connection lifetime, i.e.,
with the above-described assumptions. The physical meaning of the offered load per cell is the total bandwidth required on average to support all existing connections in a cell. For the one-dimensional case, we considered a range of the offered load from 60 to 300. Generally, the desirable range of the offered load is less than, or equal to, the link capacity, 100 BUs, of each cell. It is undesirable to keep a cell overloaded (i.e., the offered load is > 100) for an extended period of time, and in such a case, the cell must be split into multiple cells to increase the total system capacity. However, cells can get overloaded temporarily. Suppose a mobile user's connection request is blocked once. Then, she/he is expected in most cases to continue to request a connection establishment until it is successful or she/he gives up. This likely behavior of mobile users will affect the offered load. Near the offered load = 100, P CB will be around, or larger than, 0.1 in most cases, due to some reserved bandwidth for hand-offs, and in such a situation, if each connection-blocked user attempts to make a connection about five times, then the offered load will increase to about 150 in a very short time. Likewise, there might be some cases with the offered load of 300. This possible situation can be interpreted as a positive-feedback effect for increase in the offered load. We consider the large values of offered load such as 300, since even for these large offered loads, our goal to keep P HD below a target value should be achieved. With a similar reasoning, we consider a range of the offered load from 20 to 100 for the two-dimensional case, where the link capacity is 50 BUs.
Stationary Traffic/Mobility
First, we simulated for stationary traffic/mobility with constant new connection generation rate and mobile speed range SP min ; SP max . Two cases of user mobility are considered: high user mobility with SP min 80 & SP max 120, and low user mobility with SP min 40 & SP max 60. For the stationary case, T int I is used since the speed range and the offered load do not vary during each simulation run; so, N days win 1 is meaningless.
Static Reservation
First, we consider the performance of static reservation scheme [7] , in which a portion of the link capacity is permanently reserved for hand-offs, as a reference (for comparison). Fig. 8 plotted P CB and P HD as the offered load increases for Fig. 8a high user mobility and Fig. 8b low user mobility when B r 10, i.e., 10 BUs are reserved permanently for hand-offs in each cell. Three different values of the voice ratio R vo are examined: R vo 1:0; 0:8; and 0:5. The performance of this static scheme, in terms of both probabilities, is found to depend heavily on the voice ratio, user mobility, and offered load. Examples are:
1. Static reservation of 10 BUs suffices to achieve the design goal for R vo 1:0, but is not enough for R vo 0:5. 2. For R vo 0:8, 10-BU reservation seems enough for low user mobility as shown in Fig. 8b , but not enough for high user mobility as shown in Fig. 8a . 3. For R vo 0:8 and high user mobility, 10-BU reservation seems not enough for a highly overloaded case (i.e., L > 150), but enough for the other case (i.e., L < 150). Moreover, for R vo 1:0, 10-BU reservation seems more than enough (i.e., overreserved) for the underloaded case (i.e., L < 100) since the observed P HD value is too small (< 0:001 for high user mobility, and < 0:0001 for low user mobility), compared to P HD;target 0:01. The voice ratio, mobile user speed, and offered load could in reality be any value and can even fluctuate. Hence, our goal cannot be achieved with static reservation, necessitating some form of adaptive reservation.
Adaptive Reservation without Next-Cell Information
First, we consider the performance of AC3, which is claimed to be the best without next-cell information among the three alternatives. Fig. 9 shows P CB and P HD as the offered load increases for Fig. 9a high user mobility and Fig. 9b low user mobility. For the entire range of the offered load we examined, P HD is observed to be less than, or equal to, our target P HD;target 0:01 irrespective of user mobility and voice ratio. Moreover, for given user mobility and voice ratio, the difference between P CB and P HD in the plot (of log scale) is getting smaller as the offered load decreases. This means that, as the offered load decreases, the BSs reserve less bandwidth. This is desirable as long as P HD stays below the target value as shown in the graphs. Adaptive reservation patterns while varying the offered load are plotted in Fig. 10 with the average target reservation bandwidth B r in each cell and the average bandwidth B u used by the existing connections in each cell. As the offered load increases, B r in a cell increases monotonically, meaning that the target reservation bandwidth is controlled based on the offered load. The target reservation bandwidth gets saturated at the overloaded region, because for the entire overloaded region, regardless of the exact offered load value, the number of establishable connections will be limited by the link capacity. Our adaptive scheme reserves the bandwidth depending on the existing connections in adjacent cells and, hence, the amount of the target reservation bandwidth will be almost the same for the entire overloaded region. We also observe that the target reservation bandwidth increases as the voice ratio R vo decreases since the more video connections exist, the more bandwidth is needed. The average bandwidth used B u is inversely proportional to the average target reservation bandwidth B r since the reserved bandwidth can be used for handed-offs only. The reason why the sum of B u and B r is less than the capacity, 100, is that in AC3, the reserved bandwidths in adjacent cells are also checked for the admission test when these cells are suspected to have been overloaded. By comparing two user mobility cases, we observe that, for similar offered load and voice ratio, the high-mobility case reserves more bandwidth than the low-mobility case. For the low-mobility case, the chance of hand-offs would be smaller and, hence, less bandwidth needs to be reserved.
Comparison among Alternatives without Next-Cell Information
We now comparatively evaluate the performance of three difference schemes: AC1, AC2, and AC3. Fig. 11 plots P CB and P HD . First, in terms of P CB , three schemes work almost the same even though AC1 has the smallest P CB Ðwith small differencesÐfor the entire offered loads we examined. On the other hand, in terms of P HD , AC2 and AC3 work almost the same, and AC1 is worse. Our goal is not achieved in a highly overloaded region (say, L > 150) for AC1. P HD does not exceed 0.02 even at the offered load of 300, which is good because this small violation ratio might be tolerable in most practical applications. Now, we consider the complexity of these schemes measured in average number of B r calculations for the admission test of a new connection request ( N calc ). Note that, to calculate B r in a cell, its BS needs to communicate with BSs in all adjacent cells. Fig. 12 shows that N calc for AC1 is 1, irrespective of the offered load because only the BS of the cell in which the new connection was requested has to calculate B r while N calc 3 for AC2 because BSs in all adjacent cells are required to calculate B r . For AC3, which is a hybrid of AC1 and AC2, N calc 1 for low offered load, but it starts to increase at about L 80. However, the value is observed to be less than 1.5 in all of our simulations, i.e., less than a half of that of AC2. The complexity increase could be larger for two-dimensional cellular structures. Because AC3 works almost the same as AC2 in terms of P CB while keeping P HD below the target with a lower complexity according to our simulation results, we conclude that AC3 is a better choice than AC2. Now, we compare AC1 with AC3 by examining each cell when the system is overloaded. Table 2 shows the state of each cell at the end of simulations when the offered load is 300 and R vo 1:0 for high user mobility with Table 2a AC1  and Table 2b AC3. The first column represents the cell number, the second is P CB , the third is P HD , the fourth is the value of T est , the fifth is the value of B r , and the sixth is the value of B u , all at the end of the simulations. FromTable 2b, AC3 is found to work similar throughout all cells in terms of P CB while meeting the constraint P HD P HD;target . B r can change dramatically depending on the traffic condition in adjacent cells even with the same T est as observed in Table 2 . However, according to Table 2a of AC1, the performance of each cell is found to fluctuate greatly, i.e., the performance in terms of P CB , P HD , T est , and B r drastically differ in roughly every two cells. This is not fair to those mobiles which want to establish new connections in cells with a very high P CB , e.g., cells <2>, <3>, <5>, <7>, <9>, and <10> in the table. More importantly, P HD 's of these cells are not bounded. This phenomenon was anticipated as explained in Section 4.4 when the admission test checks the current cell only as was done in AC1. Table 3 shows the status of each cell at the end of simulations with a different mobility pattern when the offered load = 300 and R vo 1:0. For these simulations, the direction of mobiles are not chosen randomly. Instead, all mobiles follow the direction from cell <1> to cell <10>. Moreover, two border cells, i.e., cells <1> and <10>, are disconnected. Now, cell <1> won't have any incoming mobiles from adjacent cells. Naturally, P HD will be zero at cell <1>. For AC1, we observe a behavior similar to that in Table 3a . Especially, because cell <1> doesn't care about the status of cell <2>, the BS of cell <1> accepted all new connection requests, hence P CB 0. Cell <2> also doesn't care about the status of cell <3>. These make cell <3> overcrowded, and eventually result in a very high P CB (near 1) and overtarget P HD at cell <3>. This type of patterns appears every other cell as shown in the table. On the other hand, for AC3, cell <1> cares about cell <2>, and blocks some new connection requests. Every cell <i> cares about the status of cell <i+1>. Eventually, balanced performance is observed over the entire system while every cell meeting the constraint on P HD .
Adaptive Reservation with Next-Cell Information
As mentioned earlier, the two-dimensional environment is used to evaluate the adaptive reservation with next-cell information in comparison with the one without such information. Admission control schemes AC3 and AC3 w/ NC are used for the comparison as AC3 is found to be the best based on the evaluation thus far.
We first illustrate how to predict the next cell from the location information of a mobile using an example. In Fig. 7 , a mobile was in cell C2, and eventually moves into cell C3. When the mobile is at location A, the next cell can be predicted with probability 1 assuming that the direction of the mobile is also known. Note that the GPS gives both location and direction information. However, the next cell cannot be predicted when the mobile is at location B even if its direction is known since the mobile can change its direction at the intersection. When the direction information is not available, the next cell can be predicted only for some cases even at location A, depending on the previous cell of the mobile, i.e., only when the mobile's previous cell is neither C3 nor C2, it can be predicted. Note that this next-cell prediction will depend on the cellular environment such as the road topology and traffic signals/signs in each cell.
In the real world, the next-cell information will be available to only a subset of mobiles. However, we compare three extreme cases to evaluate the advantages of the information: 1) next-cell information is not available for any mobile (referred to as AC3), 2) location/direction information is available for every mobile (referred to as AC3 w/ LOC), and 3) path information is available for every mobile (referred to as AC3 w/ PATH). Note that admission control AC3 w/ NC can be always (sometimes) used in case of AC3 w/ PATH(AC3 w/ LOC). Fig. 13 plots P CB and P HD of three cases as the offered load increases. First, P HD is bounded for all three cases, thus achieving the design goal. As expected, the performance in terms of P CB is shown in the order of AC3 w/ PATH, AC3 w/ LOC, and AC3, i.e., more new connections can be admitted in that order. Even though the differences are not significant, we can determine that location/path information is quite advantageous. Now, let us consider the computation complexity of the admission control schemes by comparing the numbers of numerical operations (including summations and multiplications) and comparisons for an admission decision.
Comparisons include decisions such as if t soj is larger than a value in summations of (4) and (8) . We did not include the complexity and cost for the interface between the navigation systems and the network. Fig. 14 shows the average numbers of numerical operations and comparisons for an admission decision for three cases. We observe the complexity gap between AC3 w/ PATH and the other two is significant while AC3 w/ LOC is about 20 percent (30 percent) better than AC3 in terms of the number of operations (comparisons).
The scheme without next-cell information may look too complicated to be useful. Note, however, that the operations and comparisons are distributed over a number of cells since five cells participate in the B r calculation in a cell and more than one B r are calculated for an admission decision. This complexity number will also drop if a smaller N quad is used. Interestingly, the complexity for R vo 0:5 is much smaller than that for R vo 1:0. This is because the admission decision complexity depends on the number of existing connections in the current and adjacent cells, but for R vo 0:5, there are fewer existing connections in the system on average for a given offered load.
Time-Varying Traffic/Mobility
Now, we vary the connection generation rate and speed range SP min ; SP max over time. Each simulation is run for two days in simulation time. Fig. 15a shows time-varying averages of mobiles' speeds and offered loads. First, for a given value of the average speed (marked by S), the speed range is given by S À 20; S 20 (km/h). Second, the original offered load (marked by L o ) is the traffic load from the new connections generated, which is the offered load L defined in (9) . In this time-varying case, a blocked connection request will be rerequested with probability 1 À 0:1N ret after waiting five seconds, where N ret is the number of times a connection request has been made. So, depending on P CB , the actual offered load L a will vary, i.e., the larger P CB , the larger L a . From the figure, we observe that the values of L a for different schemes are different when the system is highly-loaded even with the same L o . Note that the fluctuations of the offered load and speed represent the reality, that is, the offered load peaks during rush hours (e.g., around 9 a.m., 1 p.m., and 5-6 p.m.) at low speeds. Fig. 15b shows P CB and P HD over time of day for three different schemes. We don't consider the schemes with next-cell information here. The probability samples represent the average probability during the corresponding one-hour period, i.e., P CB at t 8:5 represents the average over the time interval 8; 9. First, we observe that outside the peak hour regions, both P CB and P HD are negligibly small. During the peak hours, P HD is almost the same for different schemes, and bounded by P HD;target 0:01. On the other hand, P CB of AC1 is found to be lower than that of the other two schemes, and the differences between P CB 's of AC1 and AC3 are larger compared to those from the stationary case in Fig. 11 . This is due to the positive feedback effect of the offered load increase; that is, from the original offered load, the difference between AC1 and AC3 could be small, but this small difference could be amplified through the retrials of each blocked connection request.
According to the results of the time-varying case, AC1 is the best because it yields the lowest P CB while meeting our goal. For this time-varying case, we considered only a regular traffic pattern: a high offered load for relatively short peak-hour periods (of one or two hours). However, AC1 may have undesirable behaviors as previously observed in the time-invariant case, because there might be unexpected irregular traffic and mobility patterns in the real world. AC3 was found to be robust in many different scenarios with relatively low complexity (up to 1.5 times that of AC1 in our simulations). So, AC3 and AC3 w/ NC are the most favorable among the schemes considered.
RELATED WORK
The notion of reserving channels for hand-offs was introduced in the mid-1980s [7] . In this scheme, a set of channels are permanently reserved in advance for hand-offs. It was shown that this static reservation is optimal in the sense of minimizing a linear objective function of the connection blocking probability and the hand-off dropping probability when both new and hand-off connection arrivals are Poisson, and connection durations are exponentially-distributed [18] .
Most existing bandwidth-reservation schemes for handoffs assume that the hand-off connection arrivals are Poisson, and each connection requires an identical amount of bandwidth with an exponentially-distributed sojourn time in each cell. It is known that the sojourn time of handed-off connections is not really exponentially-distributed [8] , [6] . In the method of [13] , each base station measures the average rate of actual hand-off connection arrivals and then uses an M/M/1 queueing model to estimate the number of radio channels required for handoffs. The number of required radio channels is modelled as the number of buffers in the M/M/1 queue. Consequently, this method can only handle connections with identical bandwidth demands. Other methods that use estimated average hand-off and new connection arrival rates to estimate the number of radio channels to be reserved for hand-offs can be found in [15] , [9] .
We are not the first to attempt to design bandwidthreservation and admission-control schemes to keep the connection hand-off dropping probability below a target value. The authors of [14] advocated the connection handoff dropping probability as an important connection-level QoS parameter in wireless/mobile networks, and designed a distributed call admission-control scheme to keep the connection hand-off dropping probability below a specified limit. With their scheme, the BS obtains the required bandwidth for both the existing and hand-off connections after a certain time interval, then performs admission control so that the required bandwidth may not exceed the cell capacity. Their scheme was shown to be better than the static reservation scheme. The authors of [12] extended this scheme as a part of their proposal to accommodate heterogeneous connection bandwidths and studied the effects of design parameters used in the scheme. The main problems of these schemes are: 1) they assumed the sojourn time of each mobile is exponentially-distributed, which is impractical. Moreover, it is not clear whether the scheme will still work when this assumption does not hold and 2) there is no specified mechanism to predict which cells mobiles will move to.
The shadow cluster concept was suggested in [11] to estimate future resource requirements and perform admission control in order to limit the hand-off dropping probability, in which the shadow cluster is a set of cells around an active mobile. This scheme is based on the precise knowledge of each user mobility, depending on the location and time, which they assumed given. Our mobility estimation can provide the knowledge of mobility used in their scheme, but it is unclear how it will work if the knowledge is not accurate. (This may be the case if our cellspecific history-based mobility estimation is used.) How to determine the shadow cluster is also not defined clearly. Moreover, their scheme is computationally too expensive to be practical.
Our scheme is more realistic than the above-mentioned schemes, because 1) exponentially-distributed mobile sojourn times are not assumed, instead, mobiles' hand-off behaviors are estimated based on a history of observations in each cell, 2) our scheme is robust to the inaccuracy of mobility estimation and the time-variation of traffic/ mobility, thanks to our mobility estimation time window control, and 3) due to the adaptability of our scheme, it is not required to determine the optimal value of parameters, which might depend on the traffic status, as in [12] .
There were also limited efforts to estimate mobility. The authors of [12] explored mobility estimation for an indoor wireless system based on both mobile-specific and cellspecific observation histories. Mobile-specific observation of mobility is costly and not accurate in general. Our mobility estimation not only predicts the next cell to which a mobile will move, but also estimates the hand-off time (or sojourn time). This hand-off time estimation makes it possible for BSs to reserve bandwidth more efficiently.
There have also been research efforts for adaptive bandwidth reservation. The author of [10] suggested bandwidth reservation depending on the existing connections in adjacent cells. However, the scheme lacks such details as how much of bandwidth should be reserved. The bandwidth-reservation and admission-control schemes in [19] assume that the mobility of users is predictable, that is, mobility can be characterized by the set of cells the mobile is expected to visit during the lifetime of the mobile's connection. This assumption is more or less similar to the next-cell information in our scheme, and does not hold for most wireless/mobile networks. Moreover, the scheme reserves the required bandwidth at every cell and node in the mobility specification, which is usually excessive.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we designed and evaluated predictive, adaptive bandwidth reservation for hand-offs and admission control so as to keep the hand-off dropping probability below a prespecified value. Our schemes utilize the following two components to reserve bandwidth for hand-offs:
1. hand-off estimation functions which are used to predict a mobile's next cell and estimate its sojourn time probabilistically based on its previously-resided cell and the observed history of hand-offs in each cell and 2. mobility estimation time window control scheme in which, depending on the observed hand-off drops, the estimation time window size is controlled adaptively for efficient use of bandwidth and effective response to a. time-varying traffic/mobility and b. inaccuracy of mobility estimation. We considered three different admission-control schemes depending on how many neighboring BSs participate in the admission decision of a new connection request. Through the performance and complexity comparisons, we concluded a hybrid one is superior to the others. Our best scheme is not optimal in the sense that there might be a better scheme resulting in a lower connection blocking probability while keeping the hand-off dropping probability below the target value. However, this scheme is not complex nor based on any impractical assumptions and, hence, it is readily implementable. It is also shown to be robust and work well under a variety of traffic loads, connection bandwidths, and mobility.
We also explored how to utilize path/location information readily available from ITS navigation systems or GPS for our bandwidth reservation and admission control. Path/location information is found to be useful in the sense of 1) admitting more new connections by reserving bandwidth for hand-offs more efficientl and 2) requiring less computational complexity for admission decisions. 
